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Abstract. In stream-based runtime monitoring, streams of data, called
input streams, which involve data collected from the system at runtime,
are translated into new streams of data, called output streams, which
define statistical measures and verdicts on the system based on the input
data. The advantage of this setup is an easy-to-use and modular way for
specifying monitors with rich verdicts, provided with formal guarantees
on the complexity of the monitor.
In this tutorial, we give an overview of the diﬀerent classes of stream
specification languages, in particular those with real-time features. With
the help of the real-time stream specification language RTLola, we illustrate which features are necessary for the definition of the various types
of real-time properties and we discuss how these features need to be implemented in order to guarantee memory eﬃcient and reliable monitors.
To demonstrate the expressive power of the diﬀerent classes of stream
specification languages and the complexity of the diﬀerent features, we
use a series of examples based on our experience with monitoring problems from the areas of unmanned aerial systems and telecommunication
networks.
Keywords: Stream-based Monitoring · Real-time Properties · Stream
Specification Languages.
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Introduction

The online monitoring of real-time data streams has recently gained a great deal
of attention, especially with the growing levels of autonomy and connectivity in
modern real-time systems [1, 7–9, 14, 17, 28, 30]. Runtime monitors are essential
for evaluating the performance and for assessing the health of a running system,
and are integral for the detection of malfunctions and consequently for deploying
the necessary counter measures when these malfunctions occur at runtime.
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Fig. 1: Spectrum of specification languages and tradeoﬀs in implementing monitors for real-time properties.

The integration of monitoring components into real-time systems demands
the construction of monitors that are (1) eﬃcient: using an on-board monitor
that consumes a large amount of memory is bound to eventually disrupt the
normal operation of the system, and (2) reliable: in the case of any malfunction or
abnormality in one of the system’s components, the monitor needs to provide, as
early as possible, a correct assessment for deploying the right fallback procedure.
Monitors for real-time properties can be defined using a variety of languages,
ranging over a spectrum that spans from formal languages with strong guarantees, such as temporal logics (e.g. [2, 25, 29]), to very expressive languages that
allow for the definition of monitors with rich verdicts, such as scripting and programming languages. Moving from one end of the spectrum to the other, there
is always a trade-oﬀ between the expressivity of a language and the guarantees
it provides on the constructed monitors (Figure 1). Monitors specified in temporal logics come with formal complexity guarantees, involving bounds on the
maximum memory consumption of the monitor at runtime. Furthermore, temporal logics have the big advantage of allowing for the automatic construction of
monitors from their specifications, and the guarantee that these monitors fulfill
these specifications. A disadvantage of temporal logics is, however, that they
are limited to describing monitors with simple boolean verdicts, which do not
always suﬃce for the definition of monitors for practical real-world monitoring
problems, where more involved computations over more complex datatypes are
needed. Programming languages on the other hand allow for the implementation
of such complex computations. This comes at the cost of losing formal guarantees on the constructed monitors, and also on their reliability, as there is no
guarantee on the soundness of the manually implemented monitor.
In general, diﬀerent monitoring applications require diﬀerent approaches to
constructing monitors. In modern real-time systems, monitors are required to
perform complex arithmetic computations, but at the same time perform these
computations with respect to the limited resources available on the platform
they are running on. To implement such monitors for real-time properties, we
need specification languages that are expressive enough, and, at the same time,
provide certain guarantees on the complexity of the constructed monitor.
In this tutorial, we show how stream specification languages with real-time
features can be used for the specification of runtime monitors for real-time properties. Stream specification languages allow for the definition of stream-based
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monitors, where input streams, containing data collected at runtime, such as
sensor readings, or network traﬃc, are translated into output streams, containing aggregate statistics, threshold assertions and other logical conditions. The
advantage of this setup is that it combines features from both sides of the specification language spectrum: the great expressiveness of programming languages on
one hand, and the ability to compute a-priori formal guarantees on the monitor,
as in the case for temporal logics, on the other hand.
We give an overview of the diﬀerent types of real-time stream specification
languages and illustrate, using the stream specification language RTLola [14,
15], the diﬀerent features needed for expressing monitors for real-time properties.
We further show how these features need to be implemented in order to obtain
memory eﬃcient and reliable monitors. To demonstrate the expressive power of
stream specification languages in general and RTLola in particular, we will rely
on examples from real-world monitoring problems from the area of unmanned
aerial vehicles, which we have been investigating in close collaboration with the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) [1], and from our experience with problems
from the field of network monitoring [13].
This tutorial is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an introduction to stream specification languages and show the diﬀerent classes of these
languages, according to their underlying computational model (synchronous vs.
asynchronous), and the ways streams are accessed in the language (discrete-time
vs. real-time access). In Section 3, we show the advantage of adding parameterization to stream specification languages and briefly explain the challenges in
monitoring parameterized stream specifications. Section 4 shows how real-time
stream specification languages subsume real-time logics like STL [25], and the
role of parameterization in encoding STL formulas in stream specification languages like RTLola. In Section 5, we give an overview of the various monitoring
approaches for real-time properties. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude our survey
with a brief discussion on the usage of stream-based languages in practice, and
mention some works that have been done along this line.

2

Stream Specification Languages

A stream-based specification defines a runtime monitor by describing the relation
between the values of input streams, entering the monitor, and the values of
the output streams, computed by the monitor. For example, if an input stream
contains the elevation values measured by an altimeter in some aerial vehicle, the
monitor could compute the output stream that determines whether the measured
elevations are below a certain altitude. In a telecommunication network, we may
deploy a monitor that checks the frequency at which data is received on a node
in the network over a period of time. The input stream to this monitor is the
stream of data packets entering the node, and the output stream of the monitor
is a stream of values where each value defines the number of packets that entered
the network, for example, in the last second.
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Stream specification languages are classified according to the type of monitors they can describe. The distinction depends, in general, on which values are
allowed to be used in the definition of the output stream, and when the values
of an output stream are computed. With respect to what values can be used
in the definition of streams, we can distinguish between languages that allow
for the definition of rule-based monitors, or memoryless monitors, i.e., monitors
which do not need to memorize any previous stream values to compute the new
values, and languages that allow for the definition of state-based monitors, i.e.,
monitors that can maintain a memory of previous values that were computed
by the monitor. In state-based monitors, we further distinguish between how
previous values of streams are accessed in the stream definition. Stream accesses
can be either in discrete-time, i.e., in the definition of the output stream, concrete previous values of other streams were accessed. A stream access can also
be a real-time access, i.e., the output stream has access to the values of another
stream that occurred over a certain period of time.
In addition to maintaining the necessary memory of values for the computation of output streams, we also have to specify when the values of an output
stream are to be computed. Values of an output stream can, for example, be
computed every time the monitor receives a new input value, or at certain fixed
points or periods of time. The computation models for stream-based monitors
can be categorized according to when input data arrives into the monitor and
whether the computation of output values depends on the arrival times of input
data. In general, we can distinguish between the synchronous and the asynchronous computation models. In the synchronous model, new data on diﬀerent
input streams arrive at the same time, and the values of output streams are computed with every arrival of new input data. A prominent example of monitoring
problems with a synchronous computation model are network monitoring problems where the monitoring task is defined over the individual packets arriving to
a node in the network. In the asynchronous computation model, input data on
diﬀerent input streams may arrive at diﬀerent times and the values of the output
streams may be computed independently of the arrival of input values. Such a
computation model can be found in any cyber-physical system with diﬀerent
sensors that function at diﬀerent rates.
In the following we will elaborate on each of these notions with the help
the stream specification language RTLola [14]. RTLola is a state-based asynchronous stream specification language with real-time features that allows for the
definition of monitors for real-time properties over rich datatypes. An RTLola
specification defines a typed set of output streams given as a set of typed stream
equations that map output stream names to expressions over input streams and
other streams defined by the specification1 .
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For the complete syntax of RTLola we refer the reader to www.stream-lab.org
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Fig. 2: Classification of stream specification lanaguages.

2.1

A Classification of Stream Specification Languages

Rule-based vs. State-based Specifications. We distinguish between two
types of stream specification languages with respect to whether the computation of an output stream depends on previously computed values. Rule-based
languages are those specification languages that allow for the definition of memoryless monitors, i.e., computing the value of an output stream depends only
on the current values of input streams and are independent from any history
of values that have been computed up to that moment2 . Monitors specified in
a rule-based stream specification language are also known as stateless monitors
and are very common in network intrusion detection [19, 24].
An example of a rule-based stream-based monitor is given by the RTLola
specification
input packet : IPv4
output empty_UDP : Bool := packet . isUDP () & packet . isEmpty ()

Every time a data packet is received on the input stream packet, which represents
the stream of packet traﬃc in some node in a network, a new event is computed
for the output stream empty_UDP. If the packet is a UDP packet and has an
empty payload, then the newly computed value of empty_UDP is true, otherwise
it is false.
Another example of a rule-based stream definition is given by the following
specification. Assume we want to monitor the vertical geofencing boundaries of
a flying drone. A monitor for this task can be defined by the specification
input altimeter : UInt32
output too_low : Bool := altimeter < 100
2

The term memoryless here does not consider the memory needed to perform an
operation on the current values of input streams in order to compute the value of
the output stream, but refers the number of previous values that need to be stored
to compute the current output value.
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For each value received from the altimeter, a new output value for the stream
too_low is computed that registers whether the drone is flying below 100 feet.
Rule-based specification languages are easy to use and allow for the construction of simple and eﬃcient monitors. They are, however, not suited for specifying
complex monitoring tasks that need to maintain a state.
Consider for example a monitor that extends the vertical geofencing monitor
by additionally counting the number of times the drone flew below the allowed
height. A stream specification for such a monitor looks as follows
output count : UInt32 := if too_low
then count . offset ( by : -1) + 1
else count . offset ( by : -1)

The output stream represents a counter that is increased every time a new value
is received from the altimeter, and when that value is below 100 feet. The new
value of the stream count thus depends on its last computed value, which is
defined in the RTLola specification by the expression count.offset(-1). To
implement a monitor for this specification, the monitor needs to store the last
value of the output stream in order to compute its new value.
Monitors that need to maintain a state can be defined using state-based specification languages like RTLola. State-based stream specification languages are
powerful languages that combine the ease-of-use of rule-based specification languages with the expressive power of programming languages, when equipped
with the right datatypes. State-based languages are common in state-based intrusion detection [12, 27], or in developing mission control and flight managing
tasks in UAVs [1].
Discrete-time vs. Real-time Stream Access. In state-based approaches a
monitor may compute a value of an output stream depending on a history of
values received on or computed over other streams, including the own history of
the output stream. In the following we distinguish between the diﬀerent types
of stream access.
Accessing the values of other streams can be done in a discrete manner, i.e.,
the value of an output stream depends on certain previous values of some other
stream. For example, in the stream count, the value of the stream depends on
its own lastly computed value. A stream may also depend on the last n values
of a stream, for example, when we want to compute a discrete sliding window
over events. If we want to check whether the drone has been flying below the
minimum altitude during the last three values received from the altimeter, we
can define such a monitor using the following specification
output last_three : Bool :=
too_low
& too_low . offset ( by : -1) . defaults ( to : false )
& too_low . offset ( by : -2) . defaults ( to : false )

Here, we access the current and, using the oﬀset operator, the last and the before
the last value of the stream too_low.
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When using oﬀset expressions to access previous values of a stream, we
need to make sure that such values actually exist. A new value for the stream
last_three is computed whenever a new value is computed for too_low. At the
beginning of the monitoring process, the monitor may not have computed three
values for too_low yet, because we have not received the necessary number of
readings from the altimeter. Assume that we have received the first value over
the input altimeter. Then, the values too_low.offset(-1) and too_low.offset
(-2) are not yet defined. To still be able to evaluate the stream last_three, we
need to divert to a fixed default value given in the specification above by the expression defaults(to: false). This expression returns the value false when the
stream expressions too_low.offset(-1) or too_low.offset(-2) are not defined.
Discrete oﬀset expressions can also be used to access future values of streams.
Consider for example a monitor that checks whether a drone reaches a specific
waypoint with GPS coordinates (a,b), a geographic location the drone is commanded to fly to. A specification for such monitor is given as follows
input gps : ( Float64 , Float64 )
// ( latitude , longitude )
output reached_wp : Bool :=
gps == (a , b ) |
reached_wp . offset ( by : 1) . defaults ( to : false )

The monitor checks whether the current GPS coordinates match the targeted
waypoint and if not repeats the check for the next received GPS value. In general,
most of the monitors defined by stream specifications with future oﬀsets can be
defined with stream specifications with only past oﬀsets. The future oﬀsets are
nevertheless convenient for encoding specifications given as formulas in temporal
logics. One has to be careful however in using future oﬀsets, as they introduce the
possibility of defining ill-formed specifications, when they contain zero circular
oﬀset dependencies [9, 33].
An output stream may also depend on the values that occurred in a certain
time interval. Real-time stream access can be achieved using real-time sliding
windows, where an aggregation of events is computed over a fixed period of
time. Consider for example a monitor that checks whether packets are received
in large bursts. The specification of such a monitor can be given by the RTLola
specification
input packet : IPv4
output burst : Bool :=
packet . aggregate ( over : 10 sec , using : count )
> threshold

For each new event received on the input stream packet, the monitor checks
whether more than threshold many packets have been received over the input
stream in the last 10 seconds.
Sliding windows can be implemented in two versions, forward and backward
sliding windows. A backward sliding window of duration d is interpreted as in the
last specification where the aggregate is defined over the values of the interval
of d seconds until the last value arrived. Forward sliding windows consider the
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values in the period of length d starting with the time at which the last value
arrived. Forward sliding windows are necessary for the specification of monitors
that check timeouts. For example, to check whether the drone reaches a certain
height h within d seconds we can specify the following monitor
input gps : ( Float64 , Float64 )
input coordinate : ( Float64 , Float64 )
output too_slow : Bool :=
gps . aggregate ( over : +2 min , using : exists ( coordinates ) )

where exists(coordinates) is syntactic sugar for an aggregation function that
checks whether we received a value on the stream coordinates during a window
of two minutes. Backward windows cannot be used to specify such monitoring
tasks, at least not accurately, as they might miss some values (we explain this
below). Backward sliding windows nevertheless come with the advantage that
their computation does not have to be delayed as for the case of forward sliding
windows, because they only rely on the events that have already been observed
by the monitor. In general, one may use backward sliding windows to perform
timeout checks, if the computational model of the specification language also
allows to evaluate output streams at certain rates, as we will see later. This may
come however at the cost of missing some windows, if the granularity in which
the stream is computed is not small enough. We explain this with the help of the
following example. Assume we want to check that there are no windows with a
duration of one second that have events with values less than 3. A specification
for such a monitor looks as follows
input x : UInt32
output y : UInt32 :=
if x . aggregate ( over : 1 sec , using : max ) <= 2
then y . offset ( by : -1) . defaults ( to : 0) + 1
else y . offset ( by : -1) . defaults ( to : 0)

Assume that we receive events 5,4,2,2 on the stream x at times 0.1, 0.2, 0.6,
and 1.4 seconds. A backward window approach will count 1 window with a
maximum number of 2, namely when evaluating the stream at the arrival of the
fourth event. A forward approach will count 2 windows when evaluated for the
third an the fourth event. With the right rate, nevertheless, we can count the
right number of windows, for example, if the output stream is computed every
0.5 seconds.
Synchronous vs. asynchronous computation models. The evaluation of
an output stream may depend on the values of several input streams. The computation of an output stream may thus depend on the arrival times of the input values. In general, we distinguish two computation models, the synchronous
model and the asynchronous model.
In the synchronous model, events on all input streams arrive to the monitor
at the same time. Output streams are evaluated with the arrival of new inputs
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values and thus are also evaluated simultaneously. Examples of systems with
synchronous models are synchronous circuits and networks [9, 13].
In the asynchronous model, the arrival times of inputs may vary from one
input stream to another, and the computation of output streams does not necessarily depend on the arrival times of input values. In a cyber-physical system,
for example, sensors may function at diﬀerent frequencies, and thus data from
these sensors arrive at diﬀerent not necessarily synchronized rates. Computing
the values of output streams may respect the arrival times of input values, or
could completely be decoupled from them. In general, we distinguish two types
of output streams with respect to their dependency on the rate in which input
values reach the monitor, namely, time-triggered and event-triggered streams.
Time-triggered streams. In time-triggered output streams, values are computed
at determined times, which are independent of the arrival of input values. These
determined times can be periodic or dynamically determined. In periodic output
streams, a new output is computed at a fixed frequency. Periodic monitors are
associated with tasks for validating sensor frequencies in cyber-physical systems.
For example, a monitor for checking whether a GPS sensor is delivering data in
the right frequency can be specified as follows
input gps : ( Float64 , Float64 )
output gps_glitch : UInt32 @ 1 Hz :=
gps . aggregate ( over : 2 sec , using : count )
trigger gps_glitch < 10 " GPS sensor : frequency < 5 Hz "

The stream gps is an input stream that represents the values received from
the GPS module and is expected to deliver data with a frequency greater than
or equal to 5Hz. To check whether this data is delivered with the expected
frequency, we define the output stream gps_glitch. A new value for the output
stream gps_glitch is computed every second (the expression @ 1Hz), and at each
time, it evaluates to the number of values received from the GPS module over
a time window of two seconds, i.e., it computes the number of events received
via the input stream gps (the expression using: count) over the last two seconds
(the expression over: 2sec). The stream trigger gps_glitch < 10 defines an
assertion that evaluates to true when the value of gps_glitch is less than 10
(trigger is a special keyword adapted from the language Lola [9] that raises an
alarm and outputs a message in case the assertion is true).
Dynamically evaluated output streams allow further to use a function defined
over streams to determine when to compute the next value of an output stream.
An example of such a function is one that allows for the specification of streams
where the output stream is delayed 5 seconds after gps received a new value3
3

The version of RTLola that is currently implemented in StreamLAB [14] does not
allow for activation conditions with delay, but the implementation of such conditions is planned for the near future. Striver [17] and TeSSLa [8] have a native delay
operator.
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output gps_glitch : UInt32 @ gps + 5 :=
gps . aggregate ( over : 2 sec , using : count )

Event-triggered streams. In an event-triggered output stream, a new value is
computed for this stream depending on the arrival times of new input events.
An example of an event-triggered output stream is one where we extend our
GPS specification with a definition of an output stream that counts the number
of glitches observed
output num_glitches : UInt32 :=
if gps_glitch
then num_glitched . offset ( by : -1) . defaults ( to :0) + 1
else num_glitches . offset ( by : -1) . defaults ( to :0)

The specification defines a monitor that, with each new value computed for the
stream gps_glitch, computes the number of glitches seen so far. This means that
the pace in which num_glitches is computed is equal to the pace of gps_glitch.
If the output stream is defined over more than one input stream, then the
new value of the output stream can be computed in diﬀerent ways. In some cases
it makes sense to use a hold semantics, where with each arrival of a new event on
some input stream, the value of the output stream is computed with the latest
values of all input streams. This is typical for monitors over piecewise constant
signals. Piecewise constant signals can be represented as discrete signals where
every change in the signal is a new event. In the continuous world, an operation
over two piecewise constant signals result in a new piecewise constant signal that
in each point evaluates to the operation on the values of the two signals at that
point. For example, if we have two signals a : R≥0 → R and b : R≥0 → R, then
the signal representing the sum of a and b, is a signal s(t) = a(t)+b(t). To monitor
whether the sum exceeds any threshold we construct the signal s and check if
the value of s is larger than the threshold. Over the discrete representation, a
monitor is given by the specification
input a : UInt32 , b : UInt32
output exceededThreshold : Bool @ ( a | b )
:= a . hold () + b . hold () > c

This output stream is evaluated every time a or b receives a new value. If a has
a new value and b does not, then the value of the output stream is computed
using the new value of a and the last received value of b. This is determined
by the use of the access via the zero-order hold operator hold() which returns
the last computed value of a stream. The condition a|b is called the activation
condition. If the activation condition is empty then the stream is only computed
if all values arrive at the same time.
Another advantage of the activation condition and the hold semantics is that
in the case where the values of sensors arrive with slight delays, we can use the
activation condition to evaluate the stream when the later value arrives and the
hold operator to use the last value of the other sensor. Consider the following
specification
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input gps : ( Float64 , Float64 )
input height : Float64
output too_low : Bool @ gps := if zone ( gps )
then ( height . hold () . defaults ( to : 300) ) < 300
else false

where the function zone is some function that determines whether the drone is
in an inhabited area. The output stream is evaluated every time the GPS sensor
delivers a new value. The value of the stream too_low is determined using the
last value of height.
2.2

Memory Analysis

To compute memory bounds on a monitor specified in RTLola, we need to
analyze the stream accesses in the monitor’s specification. For output streams
that only use oﬀset expressions to access other streams, memory bounds can be
computed in the same way as for Lola [9, 33]. To give an idea on how these
bounds are computed, we describe the process using the following examples.
Consider again the RTLola specification
output last_three : Bool :=
too_low . offset
& too_low . offset ( by : -1) . defaults ( to : false )
& too_low . offset ( by : -2) . defaults ( to : false )

To evaluate an event of the output event last_three, we need the last three values
of the streams too_low. This means that the monitor requires two memory units,
where the last and the value before the last are saved, in order to be able to
compute the values for the stream last_three.
Consider further the specification
input gps : ( Float64 , Float64 )
// ( latitude , longitude )
output reached_wp : bool :=
gps == (a , b ) |
reached_wp . offset ( by : 1) . defaults ( to : false )

To compute a value for the output stream reached_wp, the monitor checks whether
the drone has reached the designated waypoint (a,b), otherwise it will wait for
the next values received from the GPS sensor to compute the current value of
reach_wp. If the waypoint (a,b) is not reached, computing a value for reached_wp
remains pending. This means that the monitor needs to save all unresolved values for reached_wp until the coordinates (a,b) are reached. In the hypothetical
case that the drone will never reach these coordinates, the monitor needs to
memorize an infinite number of unresolved values for reached_wp, which results
in problems when the monitor is only oﬀered a limited amount of memory to
compute its streams.
The memory bounds can be automatically computed by constructing the
annotated dependency graph of a specification [9]. The dependency graphs for
the specifications above are depicted in Figure 3. A RTLola specification is
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too_low
(a) An annotated dependency
graph for the stream last_three.
A monitor for last_three needs to
save the last two events of too_low.

reached_wp

1

0
gps
(b) An annotated dependency
graph for the stream reached_wp.
A monitor for reached_wp needs to
save a possibly infinite number of
unresolved expressions of itself.

Fig. 3: Annotated dependency graphs for the RTLola specifications of the
streams last_three and reached_wp.

called eﬃciently computable, if we can determine memory bounds on the monitor
specified by the specification. This is the case when the dependency graph of a
specification does not contain any positive cycles. If an RTLola specification is
eﬃciently computable, then we can compute the memory bounds for a stream
by computing the maximum of the maximum added positive weights on a path
starting from the stream’s node, or the maximum absolute value of the negative
weights on edges exiting the node.
For specifications with sliding windows, and in the case of input streams with
variable arrival rates, it is in general not possible to compute memory bounds
on the monitors implementing these specifications. The reason for this lies in
the fact that the number of events that may occur in a period of time might be
arbitrary large. Nevertheless, in most cases the rates in which input data arrives
on a an input stream are bounded by some frequency. If we do not know this
frequency, we can still compute sliding windows eﬃciently by using periodic timetriggered streams. We use the following example to demonstrate how computing
aggregates over sliding windows can be done with bounded memory4 . Consider
the specification
input packet : IPv4
output burst : Bool @ 1 Hz :=
packet . aggregate ( over : 5 sec , using : count )

Instead of counting the number of packets that arrive within a window every
time the sliding window needs to be evaluated, we split the window into intervals,
called panes, and count the number of events in each pane [23]. When we compute
the aggregate for a new window, we reuse the values of the panes that overlap
with the new window to compute the new aggregate. Figure 4 illustrates the
computation of the sliding window for our specification above. The memory
needed for computing the aggregate count over the sliding window is bounded
4

For more on the implementation of sliding windows we refer the reader to [5, 14, 23]
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Fig. 4: Eﬃcient computation of the aggregate count over a sliding window over
10 seconds that is computed in periods of one second. The value of the new
window is equal to 9-1+3, where 9 is the value of the aggregation over the last
window.

by five memory units that save the aggregate for each of the five one-second
panes. Each second the window moves by one second to the right. To compute
the aggregate over the new window, we just need to remove the value of the first
pane form the value of the last window and add the value of a new pane that
includes all events that arrived within the last second. The first pane of the last
window can be removed from memory and the value of the new pane is saved
instead.
Splitting windows into panes showed to be very useful in practice [7, 14].
However, it can only be applied to aggregation functions that fulfill certain properties [14]. The approach would for example not work for aggregation functions
such as the median. Nevertheless, from our experience most aggregation functions used in practice can be eﬃciently solved by this approach. These include
aggregation function such as count, sum, max, min and integral.

3

Parameterized Stream Specifications

In many cases, the same monitoring task has to be performed for multiple sets of
data. For example, in an online platform with a large user base, we might want
to compute the same statistics over the diﬀerent user groups of the platform,
distinguished by age, gender, or geographic location. To compute the statistic for
each group we can define an output stream for each user group, but this results
in unnecessary redundant stream definitions. The redundancy can be avoided by
defining one stream using appropriate datatypes such as sets, maps, etc. This,
however, may result in incomprehensible specifications and cumbersome extra
work for managing the complex datatypes. Furthermore, when the statistics
need to be computed separately for each individual user, writing diﬀerent stream
definitions for each user is not feasible and managing the computation in one
stream results in a large overhead caused by updating the complex datatypes.
To overcome this problem, we can define parameterized monitoring templates, from which new monitors can be instantiated every time we want to
perform the monitoring task for a specific user. Parameterized stream specifications allow for the dynamic construction of streams, when these streams are
needed, and that run on their own individual pace.
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Consider, for example, the following parameterized RTLola specification for
monitoring the log-in’s of users to some online platform
input user_activity : UInt32
output timeout ( id : UInt32 ) : Bool @ 1 min
close timeout ( id )
:=
user_activity . aggregate ( over : 10 min , using : count ( id ) ) == 0
output logout : UInt32 @ user_activity :=
if timeout ( user_activity ) . hold ()
then user_activity
else -1

The specification defines an output stream template timeout with one parameter
id of type UInt32. An instance of the template timeout is a stream timeout(x)
for a concrete value x of type UInt32. At the beginning, there are no instances
for the template timeout, and instances for a concrete value x are only created
when they are called by the stream logout. Every time a new user id is observed
on the input stream user_activity, the stream logout calls the value of the
instance timeout(user_activity). If the instance has not been created yet, then
a new instance with the current value of user_activity is created and evaluated
according to the expression of timeout with respect to the new parameter value.
Here, the new instance evaluates to true, if the user with the id user_activity has
not been active in the last 10 minutes. If the instance already exists, then logout
is evaluated according to the last value computed for the instance. If a user with
id x has not been active for more than 10 minutes, the instance timeout(x) is
terminated, as defined by the termination expression close: timeout(id).
Memory bounds for parameterized stream specifications can be computed
in the same way as for non-parameterized ones, with the significant diﬀerence,
that the memory bounds determine the size of memory needed to compute each
instance. The number of instances created by the monitor, and the number of
instances that are active simultaneously depends highly on the application. In
general, the number is limited, as most created streams define simple monitoring
tasks that reach a verdict quickly. In the case, where the monitor is forced to
produce a large number of instances at once, it is recommended to force the
termination of instances after a period of time.

4

Embedding Real-time Logics in RTLola Using
Parameterized Specifications

Stream specification languages like Lola that provide operators for referencing
values in the future subsume temporal logics like LTL [9]. LTL is a linear-time
logic that allows us to define properties over traces using boolean and temporal
operators. Temporal operators in LTL are used to reason about time and are
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given by the operator ”next” ( ϕ), that states that a certain property ϕ must
hold in the next step, and the operator ”until” (ϕ U ψ) that states that a property
ϕ must hold until another property ψ is satisfied. The temporal operators can
be specified in RTLola by the following stream specifications
output next : Bool := phi . offset (1) . defaults ( to : true )
output until : Bool :=
psi |
( phi & until . offset (1) . defaults ( to : false ) )

where phi and psi are stream definitions for the formulas ϕ and ψ.
For real-time logics like STL [25], the oﬀset operator does not suﬃce as we
need to check the values of signals at certain points in time. In the following
we show how we can use parameterized RTLola specifications to encode STL
specifications over piece-wise constant signals. The next definition gives a short
recap on the syntax of STL.
Definition 1 (Signal Temporal Logic [25]). An STL formula ϕ over signals
x1 , . . . , xm ∈ R≥0 → R is given by the grammar
ϕ = µ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ U [a,b] ϕ
where µ is a predicate from R → B with µ(t) = f (x1 [t], . . . , xm [t]) > 0 for some
function f : Rm → R.
Given piecewise-constant signals x1 , ..., xm , an STL formula ϕ, and predicates
µ1 , . . . , µn we can encode the monitoring problem for ϕ in RTLola using the
following recursively defined translations:
– xi for 1 ≤ x ≤ m:
input x_i : Float64

where x_i receives a new event every time the signal xi changes its value.
– µj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n:
output mu_j ( t : Time ) : Bool @ any :=
f ( x_1 . hold () ,... , x_m . hold () ) >0

where f is an operation that defines the value of f . The stream template mu_j
defines streams that represents the values of the expression f(x_1,...,x_m)
starting at time t. Once a stream has be created, it is evaluated every time
one of the streams x_i receives a new value (abbreviated by the word any).
– ¬ϕ:
output nphi ( t : Time ) : Bool := ! phi ( t )

The stream computes the negated values of the stream phi(t), and is evaluated at the pace of phi.
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– ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 :
output orphi1phi2 ( t : Time ) : Bool @ any
:= phi1 ( t ) . hold () | phi2 ( t ) . hold ()

The stream computes the disjunction of the streams phi1 and phi2.
– ϕ1 U [a,b] ϕ2 . For such a formula, we need to check whether the formula ϕ2
is true at some point t ∈ [a, b], and the formula ϕ1 must hold up to the
point t. If ϕ2 is also an until formula defined for some interval [c, d] then the
validity of ϕ2 must then be checked relative to the time t. This is encoded
in RTLola as follows.
output untilphi1phi2 ( t : Time ) : Bool @ ( t + b ) | any
close : time == b | ! untilphi1phi2 ( t )
:=
if time <= t + a
then
phi1 < time >. hold () & untilphi1phi2 [a , b ]( t ) . offset (1)
else
if time < t + b
then
phi1 ( time ) . hold () &
( phi2 ( time ) . hold () |
untilphi1phi2 [a , b ]( t ) . offset (1) )
else
phi1 ( time ) . hold () & phi2 ( time ) . hold ()
trigger untilphi1phi2 [a , b ](0)

The complete STL formula must hold at time 0. Therefore we check the value
of the formula by calling the stream untilphi1phi2[a,b](0). An instance
untilphi1phi2(x) is evaluated whenever a value of one of its substreams is
computed or when reaching the time mark x + b. The evaluation at x + b is
necessary for the case that none of the signals change their values up to that
point. At every evaluation point of untilphi1phi2(x), we check in which time
interval we are. If the current time is smaller than x + a, then we check that
the value of phi1(x) is true. If this is the case, we check the validity of the
right formula in the designated future interval [a, b] by calling unitlphi1phi2
[a,b].offset(1). If we arrive at the time interval [x+a, x+b] we check again
whether the left formula still holds, and whether the right formula holds. If
we exceed the time x + b and the right formula has not been true yet then
the stream is evaluated to false.
At each time t, where the instance is evaluated, new instances with parameter
instantiation t are created for the subformulas. All instances are terminated
once their intervals are exceeded.
Remark 1. Formulas in STL can also be encoded without the usage of parameterized stream definition, if the stream specification language allows for the
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definition of activation conditions where the evaluation of a stream can be set
to certain points in time. Such activation conditions can be defined in languages
like Striver [17].

5

Bibliographic Remarks

Most of the early work on formal runtime monitoring was based on temporal
logics [11, 16, 18, 21]. The approaches vary between inline methods that realize
a formal specification as assertions added to the code to be monitored [18], or
outline approaches that separate the implementation of the monitor from the
one of the system under investigation [16]. Based on these approaches and with
the rise of real-time temporal logics such as MTL [20] and STL [25], a series
of works introduced new algorithms and tools for the monitoring of real-time
properties described in one of the previous logics [3, 4, 6, 10, 26, 32].
The stream-based approach to monitoring was pioneered by the specification
language Lola [9, 33], a descriptive language, that can express both past and
future properties. The main feature of Lola is that upper bounds on the memory
required for monitoring can be computed statically. RTLola extends Lola with
real-time features, such as sliding windows and time-triggered stream definitions,
and allows for the definition of monitors with an asynchronous computation
model. RTLola adapts the memory analysis techniques provided by Lola, and
extends those techniques for determining memory bounds for the new real-time
features added to the language.
Further real-time stream specification languages based on Lola were introduced with the languages TeSSLa and Striver. TeSSLa [22] allows for monitoring
piece-wise constant signals where streams can emit events at diﬀerent speeds
with arbitrary latencies. TeSSLa has a native delay operator that allows for the
definition of future times in which streams shall be computed. The version of
RTLola that is currently implemented in the tool StreamLAB [14] does not yet
have such a delay operator. On the other hand, TeSSLa does not have native
support for real-time features such as the definition of sliding windows. Striver,
is a stream specification language that allows the definition of involved activation conditions, that especially allow for the definition of timeout specifications.
Using a tagging mechanism and the delay operator in Striver, one can define
forward sliding windows. There is however no native operator in the language
for the definition of sliding windows, for which built-in eﬃcient algorithms are
implemented, as in the case of RTLola.
Further stream-based specification languages with real-time features include
the languages Copilot [28], which allow for the definition of monitors based on the
synchronous computation model. Prominent specification languages specialized
for specifying monitors for network intrusion detection include the frameworks
Bro[27] and snort [31].
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6

Conclusion

In this tutorial, we gave an overview of the diﬀerent classes of stream specification languages for specifying monitors for real-time properties, and demonstrated, with the help of the stream specification languages RTLola, which
features allow for the definition of monitors for the diﬀerent types of real-time
properties. We further discussed the construction of memory eﬃcient monitors
and showed how memory bounds can be computed for monitors written in the
stream specification language RTLola. Finally we discussed parametric extensions to stream specification languages and showed that real-time logics such as
STL are subsumed by RTLola with parameterization.
From our experience, stream specification languages like RTLola are well
received by practitioners [1, 34, 35]. The outline monitoring approach given by
stream-based monitors allows for the separation between the monitoring component and the system under scrutiny, which has the advantage of not interfering
with the functionality of the system. Furthermore, stream specification languages
provide a specification framework that is simple to use, easy to understand and
one that combines features of high expressive scripting languages that are used in
industry with important features of formal languages such as computing memory
bounds.
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